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SUSTAINING THE GLOBAL RELEVANCE of the Islam-

ic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) are affiliated terrorist 

groups in Africa, South Asia, and Southeast Asia, along 

with an unknown number of homegrown extremists 

eager for a local mission or to be vectored to targets 

overseas. After drawing more than 40,000 fighters 

from over 100 nations to Syria and Iraq in recent years, 

ISIS is instead directing young men to other battle-

fields, most notably in Southeast Asia, specifically the 

city of Marawi on the island of Mindanao in the Phil-

ippines, where TNT director Tom Sanderson visited in 

September 2017.

Through more than 35 interviews with government 

officials, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), 

analysts, private-sector businesses, journalists, and 

members of the public, TNT found the following key 

takeaways: that the presence of foreign fighters in 

Marawi from the Middle East and North Africa has 

been difficult to verify; the battle damage in Marawi 

is far worse than reported—leaving the Philippine gov-

ernment with limited time to rebuild before popular 

anger shifts from the militants to Manila; the key driv-

ers of the conflict in Marawi are uncertain, but sources 

deemphasized the role of battle-hardened ISIS foreign 

fighters; and failure to ratify Bangsamoro Basic Law 

(BBL) or mishandling the proposed Philippine feder-

alism process could lead more young, disenchanted 

Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) members to join 

extremists fighting against the Philippine government.

In addition to traveling to the Philippines, TNT trav-

eled to Indonesia, Singapore, and Japan, holding inter-

views with politicians, NGOs, analysts, multinational 

businesses, intelligence officers, and others. Key re-

gional concerns included weak demobilization pro-

grams for returning fighters and rising intolerance in 

Indonesia, poor information sharing between South-

east Asian states, the movement of militants between 

Southeast Asian countries, and a lack of strategies to 

counter radical Jihadi-Salafi rhetoric.

Southeast Asian governments must now address these 

security concerns. Carefully planned counterterror-

ism and counterinsurgency campaigns must avoid vi-

olence against ethnic and religious minorities, while 

advancing economic opportunity, reconstruction, and 

security-sector reform. Regional governments must 

also reduce ethnic and sectarian marginalization that 

leave local populations prone to homegrown violent 

extremism and open to radicalization from regional 

and transnational terrorist groups.

At a time when thousands of foreign fighters in Syria 

and Iraq (among them, at one point, nearly 800 South-

east Asians) consider moving onward, an ISIS call to 

battle in the Philippines and broader ethno-nation-

alist tensions in the region demand that ill-prepared 

nations work harder internally and internationally 

to head off potential violence. Despite the recent an-

nouncement of the deaths of senior militant leaders 

Isnilon Hapilon and Omar Maute in the Philippines, 

victory in the fight against Jihadi-Salafi movements is 

far from over. The real work begins now.

 

INTRODUCTION & OBSERVATIONS
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SEPTEMBER 14, 2017: MANILA 
TNT Director Tom Sanderson engaged an ethnic Maranao who was forced from her home 

in Marawi amidst the ongoing battle between the Philippine Armed Forces (AFP) and local 

ethnic Maranao militants, who were joined by an undetermined number of foreign fight-

ers from Indonesia and Malaysia aspiring to be recognized by ISIS. In the same meeting, 

Sanderson engaged Manila University student activists and members of Muslim nongov-

ernmental organizations (NGOs). Later that day, Sanderson met with Philippine govern-

ment officials regarding the purported appearance of Arab foreign fighters in Marawi.

SEPTEMBER 15, 2017: MANILA 
Sanderson held a meeting with Philippine diplomats, and current and former members of 

the Philippine Senate, to discuss the battle of Marawi and the overall threat foreign fighters 

pose to the Philippines.

SEPTEMBER 16, 2017: CAGAYAN DE ORO 
After flying to Cagayan de Oro on the Island of Mindanao (roughly 60 miles from the city of 

Marawi), Sanderson met with historians, Marawi citizens, ethnic Maranaos, NGO leaders, 

and businesspeople, all of whom offered valuable insights into the ongoing battle of Marawi 

occurring in their own neighborhoods.

SEPTEMBER 17, 2017: DAVAO 
In Davao City on the island of Mindanao, Sanderson engaged a researcher focused on the 

threat of Jihadi-Salafism to the Philippines. Following this engagement, he met with a re-

tired Philippine politician now involved in running a nonprofit organization.

SEPTEMBER 19, 2017: JAKARTA 
Following Davao, Sanderson traveled to Jakarta, Indonesia, and engaged Southeast Asian 

militancy experts and foreign embassy security personnel to discuss the growing Jihadi-Sala-

fi threat to the region. 

SEPTEMBER 20, 2017: JAKARTA
Continued engagements Islamic NGOs involved in the Indonesian demobilization effort. 

Following this, Sanderson met with the leadership and security personnel of multiple inter-

national corporations with offices in Jakarta. 

SEPTEMBER 21, 2017: SINGAPORE
Sanderson met with members of the Singapore National Security establishment.

SEPTEMBER 22, 2017: TOKYO
On the final day of the field visit, a meeting was held with members of the Japanese in-

telligence community to discuss radicalism among Southeast Asian guest workers active 

in the region.

TRIP AGENDA KEY TAKEAWAYS

1
The presence of  foreign 
fighters in Marawi from 
the Middle East and 
North Africa is difficult 
to verify.

While there is no doubt that foreigners from Indonesia, Malaysia, 

and Thailand have been fighting Philippine government forces in 

Marawi, TNT cannot independently verify the presence of foreign 

fighters from the Middle East or North Africa (MENA) region in 

Marawi. Philippine Secretary of National Defense Delfin Lorenza-

na was first to publicly announce the presence of foreign fighters 

in Marawi, going so far as to say that members of the Armed Forc-

es of the Philippines (AFP) could see “Arabs through rifle scopes.” 

However, TNT met with a senior member of President Rodrigo 

Duterte’s national security team who was quick to point out that 

the reporting of MENA foreign fighters was unverified and was, in 

fact, damaging the Philippine economy.

TNT did interview one source who claimed to have seen the bod-

ies of Arabs in a provincial police headquarters, but TNT has been 

unable to independently verify this claim. TNT also acknowledges 

the possibility that the general claims of Arabs and foreign fighters 

in Mindanao could be conflated with a meeting of a Sunni mis-

sionary movement, Tablighi Jamaat, which took place in Marawi 

in May 2017, the week before fighting broke out.

Philippine soldiers walk past bombed-out buildings after attending a ceremony where President Rodrigo Duterte declared 
Marawi ‘liberated’ inside the battle area of Bangolo district in Marawi on October 17, 2017. Philippine President Rodrigo 
Duterte on October 17 declared a southern city ‘liberated from terrorists’ influence’ but the military said the five-month 
battle against militants loyal to the Islamic State group was not yet over. (TED ALJIBE/AFP/Getty Images)
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KEY TAKEAWAYS (CONTINUED)

2
Battle damage in Mara-
wi is far worse than 
reported, and the Phil-
ippine government has 
limited time to rebuild 
and keep popular anger 
from shifting from the 
militants to Manila.

TNT spoke with journalists and citizens who had traveled to the 

front lines of Marawi, noting significant battle damage to the city. 

After four months of nonstop fighting, the city has sustained ex-

ceptional damage to its infrastructure, as well as to residential 

homes, and local businesses. TNT also met with several residents 

of Marawi who stated that the public currently places most of the 

blame for the damage done to Marawi City on the extremist group 

led by the Maute Brothers, and the Isnilon Hapilon-led Abu Sayaaf 

Group (the ISIS-linked Maute-Hapilon coalition). The residents, 

however, pointed out that the pendulum of blame will shift if the 

government does not quickly rebuild the city.

During a meeting with current and former members of the Philip-

pine Senate, TNT learned of significant bureaucratic challenges to 

the rebuilding process. While US$200 million has been set aside 

for reconstruction, a law in the Philippines only allows money for 

rebuilding to pay for the reconstruction of public infrastructure 

projects, and forbids funding for the reconstruction of private 

residential and commercial projects. Because the AFP destroyed 

many homes and businesses during the battles, TNT expects this 

to be a large hurdle toward the reconstruction of Marawi City, and 

a potential threat to the recovery and rehabilitation process.

A military vehicle drives past destroyed buildings in what was the main combat area of Marawi on the south-
ern island of Mindanao on October 23, 2017. A five-month battle against Islamic State group supporters in the 
southern Philippines that claimed more than 1,000 lives has ended following a final battle inside a mosque, 
defence chiefs said on October 23. (MERLYN MANOS/AFP/Getty Images)

3
The key drivers of the 
conflict in Marawi are 
uncertain, but sources 
deemphasized the role 
of battle-hardened ISIS 
foreign fighters.

Marawi’s history of criminal activity, gangs, and drug trafficking 

date back to the 1970s. A TNT source indicated that this history 

has played a major role in Marawi’s recent insurgency, and that 

this was not the first time Marawi had been occupied by the AFP. 

However, this insurgency has had the biggest impact in terms of 

casualties, displaced persons, and damage to public infrastructure 

and private property.

Moreover, characteristics unique to Marawi have made the AFP’s 

clearing operations more difficult. Over the years, individuals and 

businesses have hardened their structures to protect from drug-re-

lated violence, have stockpiled arms as a means of personal pro-

tection, and have built trenches, tunnels, and fortified basements. 

These characteristics gave the insurgents an advantage over the 

AFP, which was under-equipped to wage counter-insurgency, ur-

ban warfare, and clearing operations against an entrenched enemy.

A Philippine soldier is seen past a hole in the wall of a damaged building in the Mapandi area of Marawi on the 
southern island of Mindanao on August 30, 2017, as fighting between government troops and pro-Islamic state 
militants entered its 100th day. The militants, who fly the black flag of the IS, have occupied parts of Marawi for 
three months now, defying airstrikes and artillery barrages, with parts of the city of 200,000 people left in ruins, 
leaving 45 civilians, 897 militants, and 165 soldiers killed in the ongoing conflict. (FERDINANDH CABRERA/
AFP/Getty Images)
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5
Southeast Asian  
neighbors are voicing  
concerns with the  
region more broadly.

In addition to traveling to the Philippines, TNT traveled to Indone-

sia, Singapore, and Japan, holding interviews with a wide range of 

counter-militancy practitioners, government officials, politicians, 

NGOs, analysts, multinational businesses, and others. Key region-

al concerns included weak demobilization and rising intolerance 

in Indonesia, poor information sharing between Southeast Asian 

states, an inability to manage returning fighters and the flow of 

militants between Southeast Asian countries, and no strategy to 

counter radical Jihadi-Salafi rhetoric. 

Moreover, al Qaeda—with a longer horizon and more careful ap-

proach to its goals—has officially called for mujahedeen to travel 

to Myanmar to aid the long-suffering Rohingya, who are on the run 

from Myanmar’s military and vigilante forces. To this end, the re-

gion is concerned with growing opportunities for al Qaeda and ISIS 

to play a large role in an increasingly turbulent Southeast Asia.

4

Failure to ratify 
Bangsamoro Basic 
Law (BBL) or mis-
handling the pro-
posed Philippine 
federalism process 
could encourage 
younger, disenchant-
ed Moro Islamic Lib-
eration Front (MILF) 
members to join 
extremists f ighting 
against the Philip-
pine government.

Many regional analysts and experts with whom TNT spoke cited 

young, disenchanted Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) mem-

bers potentially defecting from MILF to join the Maute-Hapilon 

coalition. These analysts claimed that this defection is due, in part, 

to the slow adoption of the Bangsamoro Basic Law (BBL) bill by 

the Duterte administration. A key component of the 2014 govern-

ment-MILF peace process, the BBL is a congressional bill that lays 

the foundation for an autonomous region in southern Mindanao.

In addition to disenchantment resulting from the stalled BBL pro-

cess, MILF members are likely to be disappointed by the Duter-

te administration’s proposed federal system to incorporate Moro 

aspirations for autonomy. This has brought the Moro National 

Liberation Front (MNLF) into negotiations, adding further com-

plications, including inter-Moro rivalry and animosity, into the 

process. Mishandling these processes will likely result in further 

disenchantment, and may encourage young MILF members to join 

the Maute-Hapilon coalition or other groups.

KEY TAKEAWAYS (CONTINUED) KEY QUOTES FROM THE FIELD

Terrorism is rising in importance [in the 
Philippines] and Marawi is the wake-up 
call. We are also asking our intelligence 
chiefs ‘why the failure?’ And their re-
sponse is ‘even the USA can’t prevent 
terrorism so, how could we?’ 

THE INTELLIGENCE COM-
MUNITY SAYS THAT THIS 
WAS NOT A FAILURE TO GET 
THE INTELLIGENCE, BUT A 
FAILURE TO ACT ON IT.” 

– Member of Philippine government

We do have a cycle here: threat, response, and rebuilding. 

THE PHILIPPINE GOVERNMENT HAS COM-
MITTED 10 BILLION PESOS (US $200 MIL-
LION) FOR REBUILDING MARAWI

—a one-time deal that is now set aside. So, theoretically, we 
have begun the process. But execution is key. The biggest 
problem is in determining who owns what and what the 
government is on the hook for. 
The government can pay for 
rebuilding public infrastruc-
ture, but not private prop-
erty. The $200 million is for 
public infrastructure alone.” 

 – Member of Philippine government

In Mindanao, there is a pattern where military force 
is relied on as the best solution. But this also rein-
forces Islamophobia – and this fuels the larger rebel-
lion. Some Maranao leaders say that young people 
are sympathetic to the Maute. You can clearly see 
that Muslims are discriminated against in housing.”  

– Politician from Marawi
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We need to do CVE and reconstruction. On CVE, we are 
trying to consolidate several lines of effort. But it can-
not be housed in our antiterror council. It must be a new 
group that includes the ulama and civic organizations.” 

– Member of Philippine government

I am glad you asked what happened. Things are very confusing—
there are many sides to the story. On May 23, the Maute Group bar-
ricaded the city. They set up a checkpoint right outside our home. 
The Maute immediately demanded that people recite the Shahada 
[the Islamic profession of faith]. Most drivers in a household are not 
Muslim, so they could not recite it and were rounded up. 

AT FIRST, SEVEN OR EIGHT NON-MUSLIM MEN 
WERE KILLED OUTSIDE OUR HOME. NON-MUSLIM 
LABORERS HID IN OUR BASEMENT WHERE THE 
TOILETS WERE—IT WAS AWFUL. 

But after one day, the army ejected the Maute from that checkpoint. 
Then, the Maute began the fight after claiming that the AFP killed 
three niqabi women—but I do not believe that. The Maranao are a 
proud people and the Maute exploited that—trying to get us to stand 

up and defend our women.”  

– Resident of MarawiSomeone sent us pictures of our home after 
we evacuated. The place was ransacked—ev-
erything was stolen, including the air condi-
tioning system. There was also graffiti saying, 
“I love ISIS.” But I think the army did this to 
pin blame on ISIS. It is propaganda. ISIS would 
not be sloppy like that.

I DO NOT LIKE ISIS OR THE ARMY.” 

– Resident of Marawi

THE PHILIPPINES AND MARAWI

• Will Marawi ever change or is this just “business as usual?” Is the Philippine 
government trying to rebuild Marawi for the better?

• If citizens are displaced from Marawi and do not return, how will this not 
pop up in other areas? Since drugs are rampant, will similar conflicts occur 
in other sections of the Philippines once Marawi’s population is displaced? 

• What positive role have foreign governments (U.S., Australian, and others) 
played in Marawi, and how can they continue to be productive?

OFF-RAMPING AND DEMOBILIZATION

• What kind of potential threat will the intersection of returning foreign 
fighters and prisoner releases in Indonesia present for Southeast Asia?

• How can “off-ramping” and demobilization programs have a positive impact? 
Are there successful models for deradicalization and reconstruction that the 
Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, and others can follow?

• What is behind the recent lack of tolerance in Indonesia? Why has this shifted, 
given that Indonesia has historically been a tolerant nation? 

REGIONAL CONCERNS

• The failure of the Philippine police in Marawi is the case study for what may 
come and how to reconfigure the mandates of military and police forces. 
What can be done to help Southeast Asian countries confront these short-
comings?

• What capabilities do Southeast Asian militaries need to add, alter, or improve 
to better handle foreign fighters and other militants in an urban environment?

• Intelligence sharing is often talked about—and though necessary, it is not suf-
ficient to counter extremism. How can Southeast Asian countries increase 
counterterrorism training and operations with neighbors? What other efforts 
will increase security? How can regional neighbors play a role?

KEY QUESTIONS FOR  
FURTHER INVESTIGATION

KEY QUOTES (CONTINUED)
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Marawi homes used as firing 
positions by both militants  

and soldiers. 

Photo credit: CSIS Transnational Threats Project.
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TERROR, INSURGENT, AND CRIMINAL NETWORKS are the focus of the Trans-

national Threats Project (TNT). Led by Director and Senior Fellow Thomas Sander-

son TNT assesses these threats and the impact of government responses to them 

through targeted fieldwork and an extensive network of specialists from government, 

academia, NGOs, and the private sector. TNT’s work is highly valued by intelligence 

analysts, policymakers, and leaders seeking to understand, prevent, and thwart trans-

national threats. TNT regularly briefs major media outlets, NGOs, the public, poli-

cymakers, intelligence analysts, warfighters, foreign governments, and corporations.
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